Now the electric company is in the same network, but the information system in the city company is set up respectively, it makes difficulty in the connection of the provincial company and City Company. Because there are many resources, so the conformity of the data can not be realized. The data separates in many subsystem, the synthesized analysis cannot be realized either. Due to the change of the electric system, the adjustment of the statistic index demand the change of the report, however, the subsystem can not be adjusted quickly, the key index has conflict in different department, it influence the efficiency of the strategy.
In order to resolve the problem above, this article is to set up a mapping relation among these databases. The foundation of the provincial data platform is urgent. Through realizing unified data definition and united data environment, the target of sharing the data will be successful, we can make use of the way similar to excel to realize the whole system.
2.Design plan

2.1.Structure design
The design of the data platform not only resolves the problem of informatics isolation, but also stops the possibility of the isolation in the structure of the system and finishes the integration of the data from the individual system to the whole system. We have to classify the data layer according to the subject and integrate them to the data warehouse according to the logic and business [2] .
So, the process of the designing the data centre, first it should adhere to the principle of considering in whole and put in practice in steps, then it should set up the platform of data processing, make sure to the conformity of data and sharing of the information in different department, second, it should strengthen the data management centering around the management of original data. The last but no the least, it should consider the existing restoring and inclination in the future. It can both protect the investment of technique and make preparations for the development of the system in the future [3] .
The design of the structure fully reflects the idea of data centre, making use of the five-layer structure. It demands the function of every layer to be logic and sensible, the joggle of every layer to be clear, it adapts to develop the size and independent. It is not only good to the logic design of the system, but also convenient for distribution.
2.2.Function plan
The worker who use the data centre is complicated; their level is different either, so in order to strengthen the availability of the system, we should choose a good plan. First, we need to make comparison of the existing system, through analyzing we can find the operation of excel is more useful to the customer. In the process of designing, we should consider the level of the customer. So the system should be divided into multi-user system., the superior user can set the database to be visible then we can set the model of the excel, but the primitive customer can only use the excel within limits.
The design of the report can use the visible way, the user can finish the simple choice according to the contents, the pattern of the excel can be realized through using the excel.
3.System design
According to the above description, the excel can be made up of starting module, protection module, exaction module, design module, formula module and sever module. In addition to that, we often meet examination in the actual work, so we have to strengthen the limit module, processing module to make [键入文字] limits for the excel part which has been extracted.
The process is shown in the Fig.1：   Fig.1 The Scheme of System Designing It introduces the protection module, exacting module and design module. The module of data-maintenance It includes database management, data dictionary management The user can add and edit the database; the applied database is all the databases of the system. Because the data comes from all the databases so we should add all the applied databases before designing excel and extracting the data. If there are some changes of the information, we can edit the added applied database to connect the information. Because the worker is not familiar with the original name and field, we should conceive a data dictionary according to the original name and field. In the dictionary, the original name can be replaced with the familiar name; we set up a name for the new field, the name of the report, the description of the field. The workers choose what they need easily.
The structure is shown in the The strategy of data connection will use oracle to provide transparent gateway as the bridge of connection the database. It provides transparent consultation for the application. We use the [键入文字] oracle to set up connected information to all the databases, the transparent gateway is a specialized non oracle strategy , they provide a better way with more function as compared with ordinary connection. The ordinary connection depends on the standard in the area while the transparent gateway use their native joggle to consult the non-oracle system, the transparent gateway is also proved from one edge to the other, it can both connect many data resources and SQLServer、SYBASE [4] . The module of data extraction The excavating module includes database management, editing and consulting machine, The data comes from all the databases, users can definite the principal and restore them in the model. They can also adding, deletion, editing the database. They can use the editing and consulting machine to make extracted principle, including choosing the excel, definition of the consulting condition, the field of input, the way of sorting, the structure design. The design is shown in the Fig.3 .
Fig.3 Data Extraction
The module of report-building The design module is made up of editing the format, connecting the data, inputting the data, print preview, the management of the excel model, the swooping of the file format, In this module, the system prepares some typical modules, the user can choose one of them as the base or starts from zero, using the edit tool to definite the design of the excel, then, we should set up the correspondence between cell and database in the format of the excel, we may get a complete file of the model, if it is necessary, we can use the function of inputting the data and calculating the data, ordering the system to extract the data and fill them into the cell. We can calculate according to the principal and exemplify the final file .at that time, user can preview and print excel. The system have the model function, it provides directory tree with multi layer, so if it is convenient for the user to classify the model which has been designed. Lastly, excel has compatibility with other file format, it can swoop with other related file format in a limited field. 
4.Conclusion
This article aims at the problem that the information systems are isolated, the author provides a strategy of data excel platform and make a detailed description of how to realize it, it can solve the isolation problem in the enterprises.
